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The Imperative of Invention:
Brazilian Concrete Poetry and
Intersen1iotic Creation
C/i{lrfcs A. Perrone

I

late r99r a Sao Paulo newspaper, reporting 011 a celebration of the centcn:iry
of the famed Paulista Avenue, covered a speoal event: street readings and lasercannon projections of poems by the Mexican writer Octavio Paz, the local visual
designer Walter Silv<:ira, the pop music star and nco-concn:te
poet Arnaldo
Antunes, and the Noigandres group that had conceptualized pocsii1 co11crera
in the
mid-1950s-Augusto
de Campos (b. r93 1), Haroldo de Campos (b. 1929), ,1nd
Decio P1gmtari (b. 1927). Multi-media elements convnged in South America's
largest metropolis to link the present of an <:ver-advancing communication
technology to the infancy of concrete poetry in Brazil, its extra-literary evolution, and
its global context.
In nuny respects, the international movement of concrete poetry of the r950s
and 1960s grevv out of Brazilian initiatives. 2 In the peripheral, Portuguese-speaking
n:it10n of Brazil, the theory and practice of pocsia co11crctadeveloped more intensively than :inywhere else; and the controversial experiments and innovations of
the Noigandres group, from their inception through unresolved current debates,
have had perhaps their most significant effect, on poetic practice in Brazil.; In 19 5 S,
international and national cunents flowed together in the "pilot-plan for concrete
poetry,'' a cornpibtion of interdi,ciplinary ideas from earlier manifrsros and articles.
One of the best capsule definitions of the spatially oriented minimalism of pticsia
1 r11s-cois,1s
w11crct,1appears in that text: rc11saode p1il,11
110csp,110-tc111po("tension of
11
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thing-\vords in space-time").+ A. Campos, Pignatari, and H. Campos adapted specific clements of the experimental \Vorks ofkey modern authors: Mallanne's ''prismatic sub-di\·ision of ideas," Pound's ideogrammatic method, Joyce's concept of
the ·'verbivo-covisual,"
Curnrnings's expressive typography and wordplay, and
Apollinaire's calligmm111c.'Further. the Noigandres group tapped two national resources: the modernist poetics of the iconoclast Oswald de Andrade ( 1890-19 54),
particularly his cubist pocsia-111i1111to
and "Cannibalist Manifrsto" ( 1928). and the
economical verse of Jo3.o Cabral de Melo Neto (b. 1920).'' Bdl1re these sources
were actually amalgamated 111 their theory and practice, to be sure, the Noigandres
poets had already shown daring and imagination in the domain of mid-century
lyric; but the leap they made to concrete poetry was so radical that it cannot simply
be attributed to a reaction against prevailing values. The ingenious "planned adventure" of Campos, Pignatari, and Campos could not have occurred \Vithout their
unusual preparation in poetics, music, and the other arts. The first identified pocsia
concrct,1in Brazil. for instance. Augusto de Campos\ colorful Poctm11rnos( I 9 5 3), is
modeled on Anton Webern's kla11gfarbc11111clodic;
the inaugural I 9 56 exhibition of
cooperative artc co11crcta
fratured poster poems alongside artwork.- Artists and poets
alike aimed at non-representational
impersonality and an objectification that \Vould
foreground shape and the other physical properties of working materials.
"By putting emphasis on the materiality oflanguage,'· Augusto de Campos later
said, "concrete poetry responded to the provocation of new communciation
media. " 0 Such claims of technocultural
conditioning recur, relatively undeveloped,
in expbnatiom
of concrete poetry, which wa5 held by its creators to be consistent
with "a kind of contemporary
'forma mentis' imposed by posters, slogans, headlines ... [that] makes urgent the rapid communication
of cultural objects . .,,, The
isomorphic visual fields of concrete texts allowed, in theorv. for a reception in
keeping with the mindset of the age of billboards and television. Yet in Campos's
declaration one may wonder: what provocation? what new media? Assuming that
4
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he implies a rok for concrete as the poetry of the TV age, the frame of reference
must be international. Brazilian television, hardly off the ground when the "pilot-plan" was issued, did not become a major factor in the shaping of nanonal
consciousness until the 197m. In this sense, concrete poetry was well ahead of us
time in Brazil; it represented ;in anticipation of, rather than a response to, nnv
media of communication.
The Noigandres poets, operating in times of democratic grmvth ;ind cultural
assertion, sought to reconcile formalism, technology, and social rekv;ince. Much
Brazili;in cultural discourse of the mid-19 50s v,.:astinged by an awareness of colonialism and of the hegemonic relationships between industrialized nations and the
Third World; Brazilian intellectuals were particularly sensitive to the implications
of underdevelopment.
During the presidency ofJuscelino Kubitschek (1956-61),
master plans for industrialization and economic advancement-with
the slog;111
"fifty years in five"-fostered
a climate of optimism. Pocsic1co11rrctawas conceived
in the ye:irs immediately preceding the Kub1tschek administration. The actual
movement
unfolded in, and experienced,
the forward-looking
euphoria of
"developmentalism."
It was in the interest of the Noigandres group as a declared
vanguard to make "a poetry on the level of a modern society." Within and beyond
the literary sphere, "the signs of modernity and technique ... were appraised as the
bearers of a transforming consciousness, able to overcome archaic strnctures." The
wish for modernity could lead to ''abstract afi1rmations of a vocation for the fi.1ture,
as if the perspective of overcoming underdevelopment
were imminent," and the
concrete poets "celebrated the signs of modern times. " The most vivid enactment ofl3razilian srrowth was the "pilot-pbn" for the constrnction of the new capital, Brasilia, which Haroldo de Campos retrospectively called ''an epistemological
metaphor for the capacity for innovation of the Brazilian artist." The concrete
poets echoed the innovative capital-city project by calling their manifesto a ''pilotplan," and recognized architecture as the representative art of the period; while
this identification was avowedly spiritual rather than political or partisan, since
concrete poetry was not actually linked to any government agency or cultural plan,
it nonetheless expresses the vanbruard's participation m that active moment of the
late-19 50s. Still, the implications of treating the Noigandres group as a manifestation of its period are numerous, and should be treated carefully. Asked in retrospect if Pignatari's aim of"making poems on the level of industrial objects rationally
planned and produced'' coupled the concrete endeavor to the institutional thought
of the late 1950s, Haroldo de Campos emphasizes an epochal ambience, and disavows links with official "developrnentalist ideology." 1 ' In doing so, he likely responds to latter-day commentaries on the Kubitschek regime and its failures, and
by association, those of concrete poetry. Utopian designs provided a "contextual
backing," Campos afi1nns, but concrete poetry was always essentially a "literary
rupture agamst discursive poetry" in an "excentric'' country where such thinking
was possible. 11 The thought of the period favored the concrete vanguard as a collective which, with a more just society on the horizon, could produce new poetic forms.
10
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In the more radical political climate of the years immediately following the
Cuban revolution, some social and literary critics challenged the appropriateness of
concrete poetry as an experimental avant-garde in a severely imbalanced, underdeveloped counrr;;- In :m article of 19(J2, Haroldo de Campos was prompted to
address the question of whether a "literature for export" can be produced in such
conditions. The primal attempt to refashion the relations between Brazilian and
other literatures had been one of the Noigandrcs group's principal local models:
Oswald de Andrade's cannibalistic "deglutition," or the critical assimilation of foreign information and re-elaboration in national terms. Moreover, Campos found
support for the concrete project in the concept of ''sociological reduction'': in given
circumstances, a people can develop a "critical consciousness" and, no longer satisfied to import finished products, fashion other objects that, in terms of both form
and function, express and satisf\ ne\V historical demands. ' 4 This "reduction" can
apply not only to things but, Campos argues, to ideas as well. The process goes
from importation to production of new things/ideas, and then to export. The literary instance. of course, is concrete poetry, \vhich arose "in Brazilian conditions,
[among poets and readers! living in an urban reality (as national as the rural), where
one could ponder the machine, technical civilization, the relationship of men
(workers) and machines. the relationship of men (workers) and new architecture,
and their respective contradictions, in conditions that could never occur, for example, to a bearded artiste of the 'Left Bank' .. _." The linchpin in the argument is
that concrete poetry, "the most radical totalization of a master line of poetics of
our time, truly critical and committed to the physiognomy of its time, was exported."';
Campos's palpable pride here parallels Mayakovsky's exclamation in
1922 that for the first time the Russian Constructivists, instead of the French, had
the latest word in art. In the I 960s, ,vith increasing mternational interest in Brazilian concrete poetry, an innovative art ,vas exported. as Andrade had theorized. The
process of importation-the
conventional flow of information from metropolis to
colony-was
turned around. Whereas in its industrial strategy for import substitution Brazil gained new assembly-line production capabilities while the relevant
technological knowledge remained in its countries of origin. in the case of concrete poetry "v,ie exported know-how.•·"'
The concrete poetry that Brazilians exhibited abroad developed in three stages
between the early 1950s and the late 1960s. In the first phase (1953-56), "organic"
or "phenomenological"
production \Vas keyed by the spatialization of lines and
dispersion of words-as
in, for instance, Augusto de Campos's "lygia fingers" from
Poctametws, with which the second "renaissance" of the Widener exhibition begins. In the second phase (1956-61) of"classical," "high," or ''orthodox" concrete
poetry, poets generated texts-such
as Pignatari's ·'terra"-according
to rational,
"mathematical"
principles of composition.
After 1962, more fluid and flexible
notions of "invention''
prevailed. This period covers the publications of the
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anthology Teoria d11Pocsia Concrcta (1965) and of the interdisciplinary journal
!n!'c11 1iio (to 1967). The diversification of this last phase includes deliberately sociopolitical pieces; "sem:mtic variations" and the densely alliterative and paronomastic
prose-poetry
of Harokio de Campos's unique G11l,1xi,1s;Augusto de Campos's
semanticized collages; Pignatari's and other poets' creative advertisements and lexically-keyed "semiotic poems''; and such varied contributions as Edgard Braga's
tat11agc11s
("tattooings"), Pedro Xis to' s logograms, and other specimens that move
toward a literal materiality of visuality and interrnedia. ,- Afrer what Pignatari called
"concrete without words," the ontolos'Y of the poem was questioned in absolute
terms. By the mid-1960s, the bounds of poetry, qua verbal art, began to dissolve
into graphic art.'' In what was called poc111a
procesw (1967-73), words give way to
semaphoric codes, abstract animatiom, and collage. Proccsso,with the last of a series
of group manifestos, represents the complete exhaustion of the poem as a literary
constn1ct in Brazil. "1
Following the experimentalism and political poetry of the 1960s, Brazilian poetry of the 1970s and early 1980s was highly pluralistic. Production seemed spontaneous by comparison, without documents, platforn1s, or missionary goals. Poetry
of the generation born between, say, the mid-1940s and the mid-1950s encompasses, on one extreme, so-called "marginal poetry'' characterized by neo-romantic colloquialism; this mini-press producnon has been understood as a reaction
against concrete intellectualization and non-orality. On the other extreme, there
arc the graphic assemblages of self.-stylcd pocsia intcrs(~1ws.20 A more general term,
''intersemiotic creation," covers publications (often including later Noi-gandres
output) built on interplay among sign systems-vaned
spatio-typographic
representations, illustrated verse, photographs, and other combinations-and
might
also include ''constmctiv1st" lyric. 21 [n this arena, natural tensions arose between
subjective expressivity and objective optical concerns: symptomatically, the poet
Regis Bonvicino (b. 1955) called hirnself"a signic reporter'' and "a concretist who
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cache
miche
cliche
didn't know what to do with his heart. " 22 Essentially lyrical poets, for mstance Duda
Machado (b. 1944) and Carlos Avila (b. 1956), showed interest in industrial languages (such as advertising) and the extra-verbal aspects of text production (such as
image, font, color, etc.). Aspiring "constructivists" fashioned verse with a sharp
awareness of phonetics, alphabetic qualities, and textual shape, exhibiting an expected sense of rigor and consciousness in text-makmg, and valuing the subordination of experience to linguistic explorations. In many of these pursuits, fracture,
paronomasia, and concision figure prominently.
In this era, the marks ofco11cretis1110-concrete poetry as well as criticism, theory,
and the translations by the Noigandres group-are
extremely varied. Song was a
recognized channel for poetry, and Augusto de Campos 's interest in popular music
prompted experimentation
that included concrete concepts.' 3 Poets' stressing of
semiosis over emotive and referential functions implies a clear but non-restrictive
recognition ofconcretist ideals. While manifestations reminiscent of''organic" and
"inventive" concrete are numerous, ·'orthodox'' concrete figures only as a historical referent, which reflects its unique character. The main poetic influence of
Noigandres may occur in a continuing propensity toward brevity: see, for example,
Machado's minimalist placard "cache I miche / clichc" ( r 977) (figure 1), a deliberate
throwback to the boldface ideograms of the late 1950s and 1960s. However influential concrete poetry is judged to have been in the 1970s, the term "post-concrete" is of essentially chronological value. ,-1
During this volatile rediscovery of lyric, there 'vVere many assertions of its generic limitations and its interrelations \Vith music and the plastic arts. Young
voices eagerly expressed ne\v modes of socio-cultural perplexity m the context
of technological expansion and the military dictatorship of 1964-85. Machado's
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foram desferidos a queima-roupa junto ao ouvido direito em fonna
de triingulo, da me •.. 1a maneira que lracema cercou na tatuagem
a letra A, que rnpresenta Ana, seu name de guerra.
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"ROSA TATUADA"
(1974) (figure 2) evokes prison experience during the dictatorship ("the long prison visit / great love for the bay of Guanabara / a sinister coincidence"); withm the triangle formed by the words "policial," "political," and
"poetic," it displays a prisoner's tattoo, and at the bottom of the page offers a gloss
on this mysterious rext. 25 This generation of poets was driven to question the place
of poetry, to explore genres, to test boundaries. Extra-verbal materials are transferred to the page as phatic or expressionistic devices. Intentional testings of the
page extend to the probing of the book fonnat itself and to the fabric1tion of alternative containers for text. A notable experiment is Eliane Zagury's humorous
"mercado" (1970), six overlaid concentric word-wheels with do-it-yourself instructions for more-than-a-book's-worth
of combinations. Groups and individuals divulged poetry (often along with "graphocentric" items) in different paper sizes
and colors, in bags, binders, and folders. In such cases, physical variations allow for
individuality or particularity within the context of an ad hoc collective (group) or
of a collection (of the same author).
Playfulness (/11dismo),juxtaposition of codes, and displays of instruments figure
constantly in typical work by "intersemiotic" or "constructivist" poets. A guiding
creative mindset organizes Antonio Riserio's joining of image and topical versedual photos of an infant emerging from a giant eggshell and custom Oriental typography set off a rhyming quatrain: "laughter cracks good sense I rivers change
plumage / upon the rebirth from ashes / of the kamikaze oflanguagc" ( r 977) (figure 3).21' Some post-concrete experimenters have been influenced by electronics to
the point of making it the substance of texts. An up-to-date example of the reach
of technolo6'Y into verbal page art is Philadelpho Menezes·s photo of calculator
digits (612309) and its flipped negative, which spells ''poesia" (1980). This invocation oflyric through computer chip embodies an ambivalence shared by numerous poets of his generation and outlook: a concern for poetry per sc with an
aversion to the standard props oflyrical convention. Such examples seek to establish their difference in reply to an inherited imperative of invention. Behind these
·'intersemiotic'· experiments one finds acceptance of the mid-1950s' declaration of
the demise of traditional verse, a sense that the manipulation of visuality represents
in itself an "advanced" practice, and a belief that the experimental options opened
by concrete poetry are still worth pursuing (figure 4).
Notwithstanding
semi- or quasi-verbal efforts, what stands out of recent production is a recovery of the word that manages not to renounce the visible synthesis achieved in concrete poetry. Since 1975, Augusto de Campos has enriched
phraseological fields with graphic elements-typeface,
color, layout-that
reinforce the effects or functions of de facto (though perhaps unacknowledged) structural constituents such as tone, mood, space, and abstract meaning. The timely
poem "p6s-cudo" ( r 984) is a "post-everything"
questioning of post-modernism as
fashion and an ambiguous affinnation (11111do
="mute"/
"I change") of silence (implying all has been said) and mutability (implying the subject's representation of
2
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the principle of perpetual change)."' For his part, Haroldo de Campos's rethinking
oflync and his notion of the "post-utopian poem" are informed by a sense of the
contrnual historical transformations that poetry undergoes. 2 '' Concrete poetry as a
vanguard movement, in turn, can now be seen only in historical perspective. Still,
the Noigandres pro_1ect remains a model of interdisciplinJry potential for lyric and,
especially, of concern for the concrete qualities of language. The aims of both
Campos brothers, of making a poetry in step with present realities, remain aggressively attentive to linguistic substance, for v,,hether in the RenJissance or near the
end of the t\ventieth century, these custodians of a thirty-five-year-old
vanguard
maintain, '"all poets converge at the materiality of the linguistic sign. This [concern
for materiality] exists in a poem by CJmocs in the same way it exists in a poem by
e.e. cummings, or in some supposedly Concrete poern_"v And a poetry adapted to
current conditions must keep in sight, in new verse on the page as much as in laser
projections of established texts, the horizon of invention.
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